Navigating the Title 24 Solar Mandate with SunPower

Design with solar early and avoid costly delays

Challenge

Designing multifamily developments in California has become more complex with the 2019 Title 24 code requirement. The new mandates require that solar PV be sized to meet the entire estimated load of the building. If solar considerations are left until the final phases of construction drawings, entire scopes may need to be reworked to achieve code compliance.

Solution

Bring SunPower's vast experience working with new homebuilders onto your design team. The new solar mandate offers a compelling opportunity to generate a design for your client that meets or exceeds code compliance and delivers additional net operating income, shared tenant energy savings, significant tax incentives, environmental benefits, and increased property values.

Why Now

Solar has specific requirements which require coordination early in the design process. Waiting too long to factor in real-world solar design can cause complex redesigns, delays in construction, costly upgrades, or changes to other MEP designs which turns into lost time and value for your customer. By engaging with SunPower's experienced team of solar designers and code experts early, your projects can be more efficient and valuable to your clients.

SunPower Services for Architects:

- Utility regulations and Rule 21 requirements
- Sizing of electrical equipment and dry utilities
- Savings and additional revenue calculations
- Technical coordination with Title 24 consultants and MEPs

Contact Us Today:

SunPower New Homes Team
1-855-BUILD-02
homebuilders@sunpower.com
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